Approaching an ecologically valid functional anatomy of spontaneous "willed" action.
We used functional magnetic resonance imaging of healthy subjects to investigate the neural basis for spontaneous "willed" action. We hypothesised that such action involves prefrontal cortex (PFC) and supplementary motor area (SMA), in addition to primary motor cortex. Furthermore, we predicted that PFC and SMA would demonstrate similar temporal response dynamics, distinct from primary motor cortex. Specifically, we predicted earlier activation in PFC and SMA, manifest as shorter response latencies compared with primary motor cortex. Six right-handed males participated in an event-related design and were required to generate spontaneous motor acts inside the scanner. By deciding "which" of two buttons to press, and "when" to press them, subjects generated sequences of action that were of high information content ("novelty" or "randomness"). Utilising a short repetition time (1 s), we acquired functional images that covered most of the frontal and parietal cortices. The onset of action was associated with significant activation in bilateral PFC, left primary motor cortex, and, close to the midline, SMA. Following action, mean time to half-maximum blood oxygenation level-dependent response was significantly earlier in left PFC and SMA than primary motor cortex. Our findings suggest that neural correlates of spontaneous willed action are distributed in executive and motor centres, and that temporal response dynamics differentiate "higher" regions from subordinate motor areas.